
Learn How To Talk To Women With Confidence 

 

It has happened and its still happening. Whenever you are talking to a woman she 
ultimately says “I think I have to get back to my friends” and leaves. Were you so 
boring that she stopped talking to you? The answer may be yes. But sometimes 
women are not in a good mood to talk or they are preoccupied or in some cases 
they are not smart enough or just too mean. Its better not to extend discussions 
with such women rather spare that time in finding some other attractive woman.                         
And the part of your own fault in not being able to talk to women may be like 
forgetting what to say, getting too nervous, speaking too boring, etc. Well these do 
happen and there’s a way to correct this. 

Just relax  when you feel awkward while talking to 
women. Its your nervousness that kills the natural light-hearted person in you and 
makes the impression of a boring personality to the lady. You tend to speak foolish 
You may feel like there’s nothing interesting to talk about or you suddenly feel 
anxiety while talking to a beautiful woman for the first time. The feeling of anxiety 
makes you lose confidence over yourself. You speak things that don’t seem to be 
interesting and feel doubting your abilities as a good conversationist. You seem to 



be asking questions after questions which get replied with gradually fewer & fewer 
words and finally the lady leaves you. The best thing to do in such a situation is to 
relax. This is the first lesson. 

 

This is not the way how you to talk to girls. So how to talk to women then? The 
secret is that you should have a planned conversation in your mind which will act as 
a backup in times of crisis. When you are not getting words to say then use your 
planned backup conversations and by the time your backup is utilized the situation 
would have normalized and you might have gained a lot of confidence as well as 
participation from the part of the woman.Then its very easy to continue the 
conversation without any further plans. 

Your backup plan  

So what actually should your backup plan be. It may be anything like some odd 
random general story, or what you felt about some good movie, or ask about some 
controversial thing present nearby you. Another method that you can apply fail-safe 
is things like “I have heard that girls from your city are a big TROUBLE!”.Definitely 



the lady will ask you why you say such thing, then tell some generalised pre-
planned answer like these girls are too bold or that they keep a lot of boyfriends 
and such. Girls usually find it quite interesting. 

 

There are also certain things that you should not discuss with girls like topics 
regarding policitics, religion, crude sex, etc. Dont ask a woman for her permission 
to talk on something rather its better to lead because women like manly guys who 
can lead things and take decisions on their own. You can also try some physical 
contacts with her like striking her elbow occasionally, etc. With these tips you will 
generally build enough confidence to talk to women. 


